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Carbon Kapture is a pioneering, transformational business which is building a global network
of seaweed farms in order to remove CO₂ from oceans and fight climate change. Their
products and services address governments ’ and businesses' needs in meeting net zero
emissions: a key globalpriority.

Carbon Kapture works to regenerate oceans and fight climate change through large-scale
commercial seaweed farming in order to reduce CO2 and then uses this seaweed to create
practical carbon-negative products and services .It reduces damage to our planet and protects
biodiversity in the new blue economy.

Their pioneering business model is based on enabling businesses to ‘sponsor’ the growing of
the seaweed, which forms part of a company’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) strategy.
Sponsors are rewarded with ‘carbon credits ’ that demonstrate their commitment to reducing
CO2. Sponsors also receive publicity and public recognition, leveraging both companies social
branding to educate the public.

Carbon Kapture are also developing an investment model so that more people can
demonstrate their support to fight climate change. Their fi rst foray into this market, ‘Ocean
CarerBonds’, sold out in just 20 days in January 2021.

Traditionally tree planting and growing is the standard nature-based solution to reducing
carbon dioxide. Kelp is a form of seaweed which grows two feet per day, making i t one of the
fastest growing organisms on the planet. Growing 30 times faster than trees , i t’s highly
efficient at removing CO2 from our oceans . It also plays a huge part in restoring our fish
stocks.

As the seaweed draws carbon from the seabed, i t both oxygenates and reduces acidi ty in the
water, creating a healthy marine ecosystem.
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Once farmed, the seaweed is processed in a low carbon manner. One of their solutions is in
the creation of ‘biochar’, which is used in glass and concrete constructions to create arti ficial
reefs to further develop the natural habitat of marine life: a true circular economy. Other
commercial uses for the seaweed and biochar are be developed.

Their intent is to be a global player in the supply and effective use of seaweed to capture
carbon, repurposing the biomass for the benefit of human development over the detriment
of ocean ecology and ecosystems.

In July 2021 they ran a public biological hackathon to test out their business models. These
six-monthly events involve students and businesses in the development of further ecological
solutions. And in September 2021 they formed an alliance with North West Shellfish Ireland
to transform the seaweed/aquaculture market into the ground-breaking climate solutions
market.

Their Chief Kelper, Howard Gunstock, who is becoming a thought-leader in aquaculture and
climate change, spoke at a number of COP26 events in Glasgow, discussing the company and
i ts innovative way of using aquaculture to combat climate change.

With the increasing importance of ESG and ethical business practices, combined with a
pioneering process and business model , Carbon Kapture has ambitions to be a major problem
solver.
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